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1. Team Summary 
 

Team Name: NUMAV (Northeastern University Mars Autonomous Vehicle)  
Address: Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA, 02115  

 

2. Launch Vehicle Summary 
 

Name: Sunstreaker 
Dimension: 86 in. (length) and 4 in. (diameter), Blue Tube   

      

 
 

Figure 1 - Dimensional drawing of launch vehicle 
 

Mass: 5.75 kilograms (~12.7 lbs) 
Motor: J380 - Smoky Sam 
Recovery System: The recovery system consisted of a 12 inch drogue parachute, 
(deployed at apogee) an 18 inch parachute for payload (deployed at 1000 feet) and a 
36 inch main parachute for the launch vehicle, intended to deploy at 400 ft. 
Altitude: During the final launch, the vehicle reached 2909 ft.  

 

 
 



3. AGSE Summary 
 

Name: Sideswipe   
The AGSE captures the payload by first scanning an area of 14.2 square feet using a 

multispectral camera. Using a custom image recognition algorithm, the payload’s location and 
orientation is relayed to the microprocessor, which positions a mobile conveyor belt in the 
proper alignment. Once in position, the belt uses laser-cut wooden rakes to bring the payload 
into a loading tray. The tray enables the system to capture the payload and holds the payload 
while the conveyor-tray assembly moves to the vertical belt. This belt has a laser cut cradle 
which acts as an elevator and allows the payload to roll down a ramp into the payload bay.  
 The microprocessor then receives a signal that the payload has been inserted and 
proceeds to close the rocket. A wooden claw grasps the nose cone and shuts the rocket as 
it is driven forward on a timing belt. The ramp is designed to be pushed out of the way by the 
rocket. Laser-cut snap features inside the rocket ensure that the rocket is securely closed 
and ready for flight. Once the snap features are engaged, the claws recede to make room for 
the rocket’s erection. 

Next, the solenoid latches, which hold down the rocket, are disengaged, allowing the 
closed-system gas springs to lift the rocket up to a position that is 5 degrees from vertical. 
Finally, a threaded rod pushes the motor ignitor into the motor; The AGSE then pauses for 
final inspection.  

The purpose of this mission is to demonstrate the feasibility of an autonomous sample 
retrieval mission. NUMAV uses off-the-shelf parts coupled with custom designed software 
and machined and laser-cut components to ensure a successful mission. The NUMAV team 
believes in the future of autonomous space missions and will continue to dedicate time and 
intellectual effort towards the exploration of the solar system. 
 

4. Payload Summary 
 

The payload for this mission is a 4 in. (length) by 1 ⅛ in. (diameter) PVC tube, seen 
below in Figure 2. It is filled with sand and weighs 4 oz.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 - PVC Payload 
 
 
 



5. Data Analysis & Results of Vehicle 
 

Our launch vehicle flew to an altitude of 2,909 ft, which is very close to the target 
altitude of 3,000 ft. Apogee was reached in slightly over 14 seconds, where a spike in the 
altimeter data corresponds with the pressure wave of the drogue parachute deployment 
charge. Our entire launch vehicle then fell at a velocity of 62.9 ft/s, until the payload capsule 
was ejected at 1000 ft. We can see the result of the ejection charge occurring at the proper 
altitude on the altimeter plot attached. After the payload capsule was released, the main 
section of the launch vehicle descended at a velocity of 51.8 ft/s, until it reached the ground 
65.4 seconds after launch.  The altitude vs. time is plotted in Figure 3, below. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 - Flight data from Huntsville, AL launch 
 
We experienced a failure in the electronic match responsible for releasing the main parachute 
at 400 ft, to arrest the descent velocity to a safe speed. The head of the electronic match was 
bent and loss continuity when it was being closed in the Tender Descender ejection system. 
The broken head is shown with the Tender Descender in Figure 4, seen on the next page.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4 - Damaged electronic match in Tender Descender 
 

6. Data Analysis & Results of AGSE/Payload 
 

The results of the AGSE were mixed.  Unfortunately, we were not able to complete 
the full action of picking the payload up from the ground, and placing it into our 
rocket.  Somewhere during our transit from Boston to Huntsville, one of our motor controllers 
was compromised.  We were using two H-bridge style motor controllers from Pololu.  Each 
board has a mirror circuit on either side to control two motors separately.  One processor on 
one of our boards was not working properly.  Each would run on 12V, but when the power 
was turned on, the processor read 3V.  When the controller was told to drive one of our DC 
motors, the voltage dropped to 0V.  Sadly, this issue was not discovered until we rebuilt our 
AGSE and ran a few tests.  That specific motor driver was controlling the DC that lifted our 
elevator, which was the final actuation along the string of logic.  The elevator was designed 
to move up from underneath the robot arm, and lift the payload into the capsule bay.  Since 
this step could not be completed, we restructured our code to skip the elevator action and 
continue along the process of closing the rocket and arming it for launch.  We wanted to show 
the judges the work we had put in for the last 8 months, and not have our AGSE stop once it 
captured the payload.  Thus, the flow of our AGSE test was as follows: The arm scanned the 
ground for the payload. The arm then dropped and the rake pulled in the payload, after which 
the conveyor assembly returned to its home position. Assume that the elevator functioned as 
designed and the payload was placed successfully into the rocket. The nose cone was then 
closed and solenoids were released to lift the launch vehicle. Lastly, the electric match was 
actuated into the motor, which was followed by a pause to wait for launch initiation.  Every 
action we demonstrated worked flawlessly, but we were not able to place the payload in the 
capsule.  This entire sequence took under 4 minutes.  We felt our chances for success would 
have been much higher given a working motor controller.  



We had to make quick adjustments to our code logic the morning of the competition 
to adjust for the broken motor controller.  A sample from our solid state machine can be seen 
below in Figure 5.  It shows the inputs we had from sensors such as various limiting switches 
along the scanning path.  These switches were located at many locations along our 
capture/load path as a sensor to update Arduino to continue with the next actuation.  Our 
processor would run an open loop such as ‘close nose cone’ would drive a stepper motor 
until a limit switch was closed.  The switched was placed at the exact location where the nose 
cone was fully closed.  All of these systems worked without error during our live test in front 
of the judges.  

One aspect we felt could use improvement was our launch rail system.  Our design 
incorporated gas springs for their simplicity and ease of actuation.  However, this system 
proved to be slightly unstable.  We lifted the rail using the gas spring which applied a shearing 
force to our launch rail.  This caused a slight bend in our rail which may have been hazardous 
during an actual flight form our AGSE.  The method of mounting employed an axial rod 
through two pieces of 8020.  The gas spring had an eye-mount that was allowed to swivel 
around this rod.  The torque caused by lifting the rail was enough to torque the 8020 frame 
which the rod rested on. This could have been mitigated by creating a support structure 
underneath both 8020 rails that were holding up the launch vehicle. 

Figure 5 - Sample of state machine used on the AGSE 
 



7. Scientific Value 
 

The objectives accomplished by the AGSE are to locating a payload on the ground, 
capturing it, and inserting it into the rocket, sealing the rocket, preparing it for launch, and 
inserting the igniter. The AGSE was considered a success if it could perform all of these tasks 
in less than ten minutes. In designing a system to accomplish these goals, we kept in mind 
the overarching goal of the competition: designing a system that would work on the Martian 
surface to retrieve a payload and launch it back to Earth. Our system represents a scale 
model prototype of the technology and system integration which would be necessary for such 
a mission.  

In designing for the Martian surface, we put a large focus on reliability, as we would 
only have one chance to successfully complete the mission. Two systems on the AGSE were 
aimed towards ensuring reliability: the conveyor and vision system. The conveyor belt 
affected a large area of the surface and could pull in a payload from anywhere along its track. 
This increased the probability of a successful payload retrieval when compared with other 
methods, such as robotic arms. The conveyor also contained a small number of moving parts, 
which increased its reliability simply by having less parts that could potentially fail. The vision 
system incorporated information from the visible and infrared spectrums to increase its 
accuracy, though due to time constraints it was not incorporated into the master code. A novel 
classification method was used for the location and orientation of the payload.  

This entire project was a proof of concept for a sample return mission to Mars. The 
implications of running an actual mission are two-fold. Firstly, humans have never brought a 
Martian sample back to Earth. Samples have been found in various places on Earth, but we 
have never picked a specific sample that meets testing criteria to bring back. This experience 
would prove invaluable to NASA’s evaluation of Mars. Secondly, such a task would 
reinvigorate the public to future Mars exploration. The American people have not been so 
attune to space exploration since the Apollo days, and the only way to garner interest and 
support for human voyages to Mars is to pique the interest of the public. A sample return 
mission would be a fantastic first step in the interim as details for human travel are finalized. 
Additionally, this project inspires a new generation of scientists and engineers, which is critical 
to any future space exploration expeditions.  
 
8. Visual Data Observed 
 

Our flight was a partial success. The launch started out with a minor hiccup, as there 
was a slight wobble off the launch rail. The rocket launched to 2909 feet, deployed a drogue 
parachute at apogee and deployed the payload successfully at 1000 feet. Unfortunately, the 
main parachute never deployed. A visual inspection of the recovery system post-launch 
showed that the e-match for the Tender Descender did not fire properly. Upon further 
investigation, it was determined that the Tender Descender e-match lost continuity sometime 
before the launch. The cause of this failure was a broken e-match tip. Fortunately, the drogue 
parachute was able to slow the rocket down enough that there was only minor damage to the 
rocket.  
 
 
 
 
 



9. Lessons Learned 
 

9.1 Organization 
One integral aspect of the learning process was to develop effective organization and 

communication skills. The project life cycle was central to the organization of a baseline 
schedule of deadlines throughout the year. The team learned how to adjust accordingly when 
confronted with obstacles such as delayed funding, cancelled launches, re-design of major 
components, etc. The team learned that in the future there needs to be a better ratio of time 
spent on the project design, development phase, and the construction phase. 

9.2 Delegating Tasks        
Over the course of this project, we learned that it was necessary to delegate tasks. 

While delegating, we also tried to keep in mind that the purpose of the project was for 
everyone to learn. We tried to pair up experienced members with inexperienced members, 
ensuring that everyone was able to learn something new. For example: every time that we 
needed to go to our machine shop, we paired members that could explain how the machines 
worked with members that were unfamiliar with them. This enabled the more inexperienced 
members to have a learning experience, whilst enabling us to make progress on the Launch 
Vehicle and the AGSE. 

9.3 Project Teams 
When it came time to build the AGSE, we learned the best way to do it was to split up 

into several small sub-teams. At first, there was little organization and little accountability for 
sections. Everyone started to build as soon as parts became available, and before long, there 
was a small group of people responsible for most of the sections. Since 12 people cannot 
build the entire AGSE simultaneously due to space restrictions, we reached bottleneck after 
bottleneck. Towards the end of the construction of the AGSE, we started to organize 
ourselves into specialized groups, each of which dedicated time to a single subsection of the 
AGSE.  

9.4 Specialization 
 The division of work to specialized groups proved to be more productive, and looking 
forward, the team plans to have more well-defined specialized roles in the future. Not only 
will this enable us to take on larger and more complex projects, it will also enable everyone 
to gain specialized knowledge about specific fields within rocketry. For example, in an 
upcoming project that requires building a custom rocket, there will be a team focused on 
propulsion, a team focused on electronics, a team focused on vehicle structure, and a team 
focused on launch pad design. This well-defined structure will enable maximum accountability 
and productivity, whilst also allowing members to specialize in the design.  
 9.5 Technical Skills 
 We also learned a number of technical skills throughout the course of the project. 
Several of our members learned how to work in a machine shop, including how to use mills, 
lathes, and various types of saws. In addition, our designers learned about GD&T and how 
to properly tolerance holes for shafts, and how to make machinist drawings. Furthermore, we 
used the publicly available laser-cutter in Northeastern’s library excessively, and a few 
members on our team became quite proficient with it.  
 9.6 Complexity vs. Simplicity 
 Both our AGSE and our rocket were highly ambitious and, as a result, rather complex. 
Our AGSE contained eight individual moving systems, each of which needed to be tuned 
perfectly for the entire design to work. Putting together and trying to debug this complicated 



design was difficult, which, when coupled with delayed funding, created a time crunch prior 
to launch day. Overall this taught us that there are benefits to simpler designs. 
 Our rocket contained an experimental recovery system. The simplest solution for a 
dual deployment would have been to deploy the main parachute at 1000 feet with the payload. 
This option was considered, but our team was worried about lateral drift. To reduce lateral 
drift, we wanted to deploy the main parachute at a lower altitude. The end result of our 
research for a method to accomplish this was the Tender Descender. The logic behind the 
design was that we could deploy our drogue at apogee, deploy our payload at 1000 feet, and 
then deploy our main parachute around 400 feet. 

NASA’s Student Launch was truly a thorough learning experience. From project 
management to technical design and construction skills, everyone that took part in the project 
learned a plethora of new skills. The lessons learned from this project will be beneficial in the 
advancement of our club and our careers. 
 

10. Summary of Overall Experience 
 

We attempted to create a sealed Mars autonomous vehicle capable of retrieving a 
payload, placing the payload in our rocket, erecting the rocket and firing the rocket. Our 
design utilized a timing belt assembly to retrieve the payload. The apparatus on the timing 
belt consisted of cameras used to locate the payload and rakes to drag the payload onto a 
ramp. The apparatus was to slide back and forth on the timing belt, searching for the payload. 
When the payload was found the rakes were intended to descent and pull the payload onto 
a ramp and into a trough. The apparatus would then slide back down the timing belt towards 
the nose cone of the rocket, where and elevator assembly would be waiting. The hooks of 
the elevator assembly would descend and pass by the payload, then reverse direction come 
back up with the payload in tow. At the top of the elevator, the payload was to roll into a trough 
in the rocket. The nose cone would then be pushed closed, snap features engaging. Once 
this process was complete, the rocket would be erected via gas springs and the ignitor would 
be inserted.  

Some issues arose during our time in Huntsville, making our results differ from what 
we intended them to be. First, the motor driver responsible for operating the elevator was 
compromised. We were unable to replace this in time for launch day, when our AGSE was to 
be judged. This meant that during our demonstration, the formerly functional elevator was 
unable to perform. The gas springs intended to erect the rocket were originally too powerful. 
To remedy this, gas was released. This quickly became an issue, because too much gas was 
let out of the spring and it was unable to erect the rocket to the full 85 degrees. To fix this 
issue, bungee cords were purchased and strategically wrapped around the base of the launch 
rail. Crude in appearance, the bungees fixed the problem quickly and cost-effectively. We 
had intended to launch from the launch rail, but after dealing with the bulk of our AGSE and 
deciding the launch rail may not be stable, we launched from the pads already stationed on 
the field. 

Our launch vehicle was to carry a payload to apogee at 3000 feet, where a drogue 
parachute would deploy. The payload capsule was to be ejected at 1000 feet and the main 
parachute for the launch vehicle was intended to deploy at 400 feet. The results differed 
slightly from what we were attempting. The rocket launched to 2909 feet, slightly less than 
the intended 3000 feet. The drogue parachutes deployed at apogee and the payload was 
ejected at 1000 feet. In an unfortunate turn of events, the rocket’s main parachute did not 
deploy. The Tender Descender responsible for releasing the main parachute never detached 



from the main. We discovered post-launch that the e-match we had put in the Tender 
Descender had been damaged. This prevented continuity in the Tender Descender, causing 
the black powder to never ignite. As a result, the main parachute could not deploy and the 
rocket struck the ground at a high velocity, damaging the air frame on impact. 

We felt that while we were unable to successfully complete our project, we are still 
proud of what we accomplished given our circumstances. Half of our AGSE components 
worked properly, and with a little more time to order necessary parts and integrate 
components, we feel that we could have had a fully functioning AGSE. Not knowing what to 
expect in Huntsville and having little experience in robotics, we have an optimistic outlook on 
our performance regarding the AGSE. Regarding the rocket, the main parachute did not 
deploy, which was a bit discouraging because we had done multiple tests with the Tender 
Descender and expected a successful flight. Nevertheless, the rest of our flight was 
successful, and we are satisfied with how we did in the competition. 

Every member of the team felt this was a very valuable experience. We all learned an 

incredible amount simply by working on the project and also by interacting with other teams 

during launch week. The team made incredible strides in rocketry, machining, and 

engineering as we prepared for this competition. It was a completely new experience for the 

whole team and although we were not entirely successful it was an awesome learning 

experience and we look forward to future projects and future Student Launches where we 

can apply what we learned. 

11. Educational Engagement 

Our educational engagement has been a priority since the outset of this project. Over 

the course of the project, we’ve volunteered at several events. A highlight of our outreach 

was a field trip we ran, during which we taught students about the principles of rocket stability. 

We worked with about 30 middle school students as they built and launched their own stomp 

rockets. Students learned the fundamentals of rocket design by launching their prototypes 

across the entire length of the university’s indoor field-house. At another event of ours, we 

introduced high school students to CAD. In one short class, students explored the assembly 

capabilities of SOLIDWORKS. Students mated simple components, then opened more 

complex assemblies to perform renders and dynamic simulations. To complete a year of 

heavy STEM involvement, we shared our rockets at the Cambridge Science Festival. During 

a four hour event, we introduced hundreds of youngsters to model rocketry. Spreading the 

excitement of aerospace to younger generations was a rewarding way to finish off two full 

semesters STEM outreach. 

12. Budget Summary 

We successfully raised the necessary funds to fully complete our project. As an 

organization we received $3,000 from the Northeastern University Provost Office in the form 

of a research grant, $2,750 from the Northeastern University College of Engineering, 

$5,668.14 from the Northeastern University Student Activity Fund over the past semester and 

the $600 travel stipend generously donated by Orbital ATK. This gave us a total funding 

campaign of $12,018.14. Of this amount, we spent $7,979.55 on “on the pad” equipment 

including materials for the AGSE and Launch Vehicle. Travel to and accommodations in 

Huntsville totaled to $2,838.55. We spent an additional $600 on motors, electronic matches 

and black powder for our practice and full launch. This gave us a project total cost of 



$11,418.10, which was fully covered by our budget. We were able to use the additional 

funding on materials for our STEM events and a project where we sent younger members of 

the organization to the Battle of the Rockets competition in Culpeper, VA. The funds we 

received from the College of Engineering were general purpose funds for our organization 

and therefore were able to be transferred to different projects. 

 


